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Tapered Wings Are For Birds.... And Very Large Airplanes By John W. Thorp, EAA 1212



I



do not profess to know why the



Creator elected to install tapered



wings on birds. I am sure at least that there is a tie-in with the mechanics of "flapping wing" flight. I am also sure that tapered wings should NOT be used on little airplanes - those of a size buildable



by amateurs (whose wings do not flap much). Why then are tapered wings so frequently used by amateur and professional builders alike? Ignorance can be charged in some cases, but in the case of at least one major



manufacturer it is known that the decision was based upon purely aesthetic reasons, even at a recognized cost penalty. It costs a manufacturer at least a little more to build tapered wings than straight ones, and it costs the homebuilder countless additional hours of needless labor. How did it happen then that tapered wings became the style? It can



now only be surmised that in an effort to eliminate external wing bracing early aeronautical engineers were inspired by cantilever bridges, which



probably could not even support their own weight were they not tapered! The weight advantage of greater beam depth at point of maximum bending is theoretically true in a cantilever airplane wing; also, tapering



brings the lateral center of pressure EDITOR'S ing graph tween lift an NACA



NOTE: The accompanyshows the relationship beand angle of attack for 0015 airfoil at two differ-



ent Reynolds numbers. The lower Reynolds number corresponds to a 1 ft. chord at 35 mph. The higher curve would then be about a 4 ft. chord at this same speed of 35 mph. This then is a taper ratio of about 4 to 1. Note that at the higher Reynolds number (larger wing chord) the lift is 20% higher. However, the important feature is the angle of attack at which the stall occurs. Note that the stall for the low Reynolds number occurs at an angle of 12° while the angle of stall for the larger wing chord is 15°. This shows that the tip will stall much sooner than the root of a tapered wing - the cause of the violent rolling tendencies at stall pointed to by Mr. Thorp in his article. The graph is taken from data found in NACA Technical Report No. 586 (1937).



of the wing closer to the side of the fuselage, thus reducing the wing bending that the structure must sustain.



In the application of tapered wings in the design of small airplanes, however, two important factors are overlooked. First, because some weight of material is required to give a wing its aerodynamic shape the structure thus employed is capable of



nolds numbers (big wing, high mini-



mum speeds, or both) the effect of scale on maximum lift may be small, but at low Reynolds numbers (small airplanes and low landing speeds)



the scale effect is very large. When a wing is tapered, the Reynolds number at the tip and root of the wing are in the same order



additional material required to make



as its taper ratio. A highly tapered small airplane wing, then, has a much lower Reynolds number and maximum section lift coefficient at the



the wing strong enough to sustain



tip than at the root. A moderately



all the bending is a small percentage of the total wing weight - therefor weight saving by greater structural efficiency through tapering is small, even if the wing area is the same, tapered or rectangular. Secondly, aerodynamic scale effect makes it possible to use a smaller rectangular



tapered wing has somewhat lower



taking



some



wing



bending.



The



tip section Reynolds number and maximum lift coefficient than the root, while a rectangular wing has a constant Reynolds number and essentially the same maximum section lift



coefficient all along the span.



Wing stall starts where some section along the span first reaches its the tapered wing loses its small maximum section lift coefficient. A theoretical weight advantage. tapered wing because of Reynolds number tends to stall at the tip first, Reynolds number is a device used while a rectangular wing tends to by technicians to relate scale effects stall at the center of the span because in both aerodynamic and hydrodyof Reynolds number and span-wise namic flow. Reynolds number is proportional to velocity and proportional load distribution. to length of body in the flow direcThe loss of lateral control associattion, and inversely proportional to ed with tip stall is obvious, and many the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. small airplanes with tapered wings Applied to a wing, Reynolds number have exhibited violently bad rolling is proportional to the speed of flight tendencies at stall. I won't single and proportional to the chord of the out any of these, but almost all small airplanes with notoriously bad stallspin accident histories have had tapered wings. The tip-stall problem of small tapered wings can be solved by one or more of the following techniques: 1. Wing twist (decreased incidence at the wing tips). 2. Increased section camber at the tips. 3. Blunt radius on leading edge of tip airfoil. 4. Wing slots (both fixed and automatic opening). Wings may be twisted so that the tip section is at a low enough angle Of of attack as to not stall when the root section gets to its maximum angle of attack. This means that the whole wing lifts less and more area will be required for a given stalling wing. You can forget about kinespeed than if a rectangular wing is matic viscosity if comparisons are used. made under conditions of standard Increased section camber and blunt air. leading edge radius increases drag. The maximum lift coefficient of a Fixed slots increase drag, and autowing section is a function of its tomatic slots increase weight. tal Reynolds number. At large ReyContinued on page 30



wing for a given stalling speed, thus
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"Queen Bee" . . . from Page 6 the tail tips, the canopy, the back



lighted instrument panel, tail cone, and several interior appointments. A simple flash light serves both as a canopy dome light and an instru-



ment safety light. It is also removable for night walk-around inspec-



tions.



The wing flaps are continuous from



aileron to aileron and constitute sixteen percent of the airplane's total wing area. Short field landings have been demonstrated with these very



effective electrically powered flaps.



The wing flap control switch is in a most convenient location . . . on top of the stick. Where most aircraft employ two control wheels or sticks and one throttle, the "Queen Bee" utilizes one



center control stick and two throttles



for its fully dual control arrange-



ment. This feature has really made



a business man's dream of this air-



plane with plenty of leg room and space for four or five passengers to



be comfortable on long range flights. People who have flown the "Queen



Bee" claim that it is truly a pilot's airplane when it comes to instrument



arrangement, power plant controls,



circuit breakers, wheel brakes and trim tab control placement. Everything seems to be right where it be-



longs, which makes the pilot very



There are others here at Head-



quarters who also have shown extreme patience and kindness, such as Bob and Lois Nolinske, George Hardie, and Val Brugger. I believe many of you will attest that it is no



easy task to get human beings to pull together, but I am proud say that we here have thus achieved this goal. For without



all to far it,



EAA would not be what it is today.



In visiting many of the members and chapters I find that one of the greatest problems confronting the



group is that of human relations, understanding each other, and trying to develop team work. Once the leaders, using a little diplomacy, make the break through, great advances can be obtained. True, by nature we all do not fit into the same pattern.



Some are more tolerant than others and the barbs of criticism sting with varying degrees. When it comes to this I often times wish that my skin were a little thicker, but as the old



saying goes, "one will feel and remember a jab in the ribs a lot longer than a pat on the back."



A few closing reminders for those of you who have not as yet submitted your EAA Membership Survey ballot, please do so. It is very



important that we have this information.



For you chapter members — have your local officers been reading the



monthly chapter bulletins to your .croup? This bulletin has been published monthly for the past two years. In checking our records we have found that some chapters have failed to furnish National Headquar-



ters with a copy of their minutes of



their monthly meetings. This was to



have been accomplished by March



1, 1960 (Dec. 1959 chapter bulletin). Check with your chapter officers to see if this has been accomplished to keep your chapter on our active list.



Tapered Wings . . . from Page 7 On large airplanes the Reynolds



number effect is small and the weight saving is large, hence the additional



cost of construction is justified. On small airplanes designed for a given stalling speed and stalling acceptability the airplane with the rectangular wing will have less wing area,



therefor less wing drag, and will go



faster on a given power.



It will al-



so be much simpler for the amateur to build. So-o-o-o . . . "Handsome is as handsome does". In time we may be able to convince ourselves that rectangular wings do look better than



tapered wings. Even some birds have almost rectangular wings! £



happy.



AIRCRAFT SPRUCE SPAR STOCK Homebuilders . . .



my work with this movement. First,



I would like to say thanks for the



many kind and personal letters that



many of you have taken the time to



write. These have done much to keep



me inspired as it is quite a task to answer the many thousands of let-



ters, perform Association administrative duties, receive personal visits



by members and prospective members, and many other items too numerous to mention, and at the same time completely fulfill my employ-



ment obligations as an Aircraft Maintenance Officer for an ANG jet fighter squadron, maintain my military pilot flight proficiency in both jet and reciprocating aircraft, and of course I cannot let slip by my obligations as a



father to my two wonderful children, and husband to Audrey, one of aviation's most understanding wives who has been most patient and invaluable to our movement. 30



APRIL



1960



ROUGH, KILN DRIED, VERTICAL GRAIN AIRCRAFT PRICE LIST — NO. 1059



from Page 2



new understanding of your organization and its financial status, and of course the March issue of SPORT AVIATION added to your knowledge. I would like to add some personal comments to this column regarding



Prices are F.O.B., Kansas City, Kansas, subject to change without notice . . . SITKA SPRUCE AIRCRAFT SPAR STOCK, ROUGH, KILN DRIED, VERTICAL GRAIN: SPEC. MIL-S-6073. Add 1/2" to widths and '/ 
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